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Extended type defects in heavily doped GaAs:Te (n 1 x 10 19 cm -3 )
after annealing at 700°C and 1150°C were studied by transmission electron
microscopy, by high resolution technique and energy-dispersive X-ray analysis. Assuming, according to the literature that these defects are enriched
in impurity atoms it is suggested that this solely is not sufficient to explain
changes of electrical properties during annealing. Estimated amount of atoms
involved in faulted dislocation loops seems to be too small, energy-dispersive
X-ray microanalysis of precipitates did not show large differences in composition with the matrix.
PACS numbers: 61.72.Nn, 61.72.Vv, 72.80.Ey

1. Introduction

In n-type GaAs crystals heavily doped with Te [1], Si [2], Se [3] and S [4] extended type defects are observed after growth or heat tretment. It is also known [5]
that similar heat treatment produces large changes of free electron concentration
in these materials. Here we are interested in quantitative relation between changes
of free electron concentration caused by annealing and the amount of impurity
atoms involved in large defects. We try to verify a hypothesis that the electrical
changes are mainly due to extended defects formation.
Structural defects reported in n-GaAs are stacking faults, dislocation loops
and precipitates, their density and size depend on annealing temperature. Prismatic dislocation loops on {110} planes and faulted loops on {111} planes were
interpreted as vacancy type loops [6] or as interstitial type loops [1]. It was suggested [1] that faulted loops on {111} planes contain platelet shape Ga-Te precipitates resulting from decomposition of supersaturated solid solution. It was also
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proposed that precipitate particles attached to. the cores of dislocation loops
are Te-rich phase. Recently it was observed [2] that similar dislocation loops in
GaAs:Si contain an atomic layer enriched in Si. We estimate concentration of defects resulted from annealing and give chemical microanalysis of precipitates.
2. Experimental procedure
The samples studied were cut from ä single crystal of GaAs doped with
about 1 x 10 19 cm -3 Te, grown,by Czochralski technique. Two types of annealing
conditions were applied, Τ = 1150°C during 2 hours and Τ = 700°C during 74 h
or 361 h, with fast, cooling in water (rate about 100°C/s) Before ,and after each
annealing the electron concentration were determined by Hall and resistivity measurements in Van der Pauw [7] configuration at room temperature. Thin foils for
transmission electron microscope (TEM) observations were prepared from (100)
or (110) oriented samples by chemical thinning in H 2 SO4-H 2 O 2 -H2 O 5:1:1 soluILIPSΕM
300 in
electron
microscope :operated
tion.
The foils Were examined
PH
at 100 kV and JEOL JEM 3010 microscope operated at 300 kV used also for high
resolution images and energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDXA). For EDXA an
electron beam was focused to a! diameter" of Q20 , nm and positioned to a defect or
surrounding matrix. The nature,of stacking fault on {111} plane was determined
by Gevers et al. method [8] and he direction of Burgers vectors of dislocations
by using the condition of disappearing of contrast at g • b = 0 (g is the diffraction
vector)' by Hirsh et al. method [9]:
,

;

3. Results and discussion
An example of microstucture images obserνed in GaAs:Te after annealing
at Τ = 700°C is presented in Fig. 1 Two kinds of prsmatic dslocation loops are
visible, one of them parallel to {110} planes with Burgers vector ` b = (1/2)á(110y
and the other parallel to {111} with b = (1/3)α(111) containing the stacking fault
of extrinsic type. In Fig. 1 the precipitates are also seen, lying on dislocation loops
or in the matrix. After annealing at Τ = 1150°C very small density of dislocation
loops and precipitates were observed.
The quantitative results of observation are collected in Table. Density of defects was calculated for several regions of'sample and averaged values are given.
Assuming,. 'according to [1 ] tlhat {111} loops contain a single layer of tellurium
we could roughly : estimate the amount of Te atoms present in loops. The Value
obtained, 2 = 6 x 1018 cm-3:(Table column 6), is about twice smaller than the
change offree electron: concentration. This we suggest that the creation of dislocation loops with Ga-Te layer need not.be the only reason of reduction of tellurium
donor atoms and 'electron concentration during anneal ng.
Another type of defects :which could contain an impurity [6] are precipitates
on,dislocation loops, visible" in Fig. '.l and': in high resolution mode in Fig. 2. The
precipitates, are coherent with the matrix, these defects are not. voids. Their diameter is large enough ;(about 20 nm) for, chemical microanalysis to be attempted.
Results are presented in Fig. 3 for an electron beam focused in the precipitate
region(Fig. 3á):0r in surrounding matrix (Fig. 3a). The inserts show that EDX
intensity due' to Te taken at .!precipitate region is . not: more than twice ; higher
,
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than that in the matrix. Supposing that the precipitate is only a part of volume
from which EDX signal is taken (not less than about 1/5) and that that the
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precipitate is Ga-Te phase we could expect several tens times higher Te signal
than observed. Moreover, GaAs ratios are similar in matrix and in precipitate.
The close similaríty of EDX spectum from precipitate and matrix regions suggests
that the precipitate contains not more than a few times higher concentration of
Te than matrix. Thus an equivalent concentration of Te atoms involved in the
precipitates could be estimated to about 10 16 cm -3 from density of precipitates
given in Table.
4. Conclusions
1. The rough coincidence between the change of free electron concentration
and the creation of extended type defects is observed.
2. Estimated amount of Te atoms in extended defects seems to be too small
to account for measured changes of free electron concentration caused by an annealing.
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